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Experts agree that America is in the midst of a disturbing epidemic of what has thus far been diagnosed
while autism. In only thirty years autism diagnoses possess risen from 1 in 5,000 children to 1 1 in 110,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.   of any developmental or genetic
disorder&#151; A NeuroSPECT scan is a diagnostic device which, found in combination with proven
therapies and remedies described in this publication, is conserving lives today, while starting the door to
fresh therapies. autism,”  Dr. Goldberg and his colleagues illustrate why autism cannot be genetic, but is a
symptom of a treatable neurological disease that episodes the brain’  Readers should come to understand:  
but are in fact variations on a single thing: neuro-immune dysfunction syndromes (NIDS).   &#149;  But in
the history of our society there has under no circumstances been an &#147; and how can we stop it?s
disease fighting capability.  &#149; Autism is the effect of a dysfunction in the neuro-immune system and
often by secondary neurotropic infections that influence the neuro-immune system and brain.     &#149;
Illnesses such as autism, Put/ADHD, and chronic exhaustion syndrome all possess different &#147;   So
what is this mysterious affliction known as &#147; epidemic” labels”&#149;it really is scientifically out of
the question.     Autism is not emotional or developmental, but a medical disease.&#149; You skill to

transform your personal lifestyle or the lives of all your family members. Dr. Goldberg believes that to
conserve another generation of kids from the incurable stigma of an autism diagnosis, we should quickly
realize that all of these disorders are the result of a curable disease process.
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 It's amazing what he's showing us he knows.. Goldberg head to [. This book is compiled by a health care
provider who has been treating my granddaughter. it can only be the effect of a disease process. Our
family has received the very best Christmas gift. I am right now on my 4th group of 10. This is directed
at children who develop autistic symptoms after ... This intrigued me enough to analyze Dr. I have not yet
browse the entire text. After six months his speech therapist said "this is simply not the same child I have
been seeing for the last 3 yrs. I recommend the book for anyone who has a child with autism or suspected
autism. That present was the “return” of our 5 yr old grandson Eli, who was extracted from us at age
group two by an “illness” and provided the label AUTISTIC. That present was delivered by way of a caring
Pediatrician, Michael J. Goldberg MD.For the past three years Eli has been put through intense therapies
including, Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), speech and occupational therapies at a price of around $50,000
each year with minimal success. I could tell he's becoming more mounted on Dawn too. His interest span
was about 2-3 mins and then back again to the toys, until the next task. Journeys to the park contains Eli
sitting in the sand container digging holes or making a “Volcano” (mound) in the sand. There was no
interaction with other children at the park. Here is an article by Dr. Goldberg's hypotheses make a lot of
sense in terms of the challenging interactions among numerous areas of the body, and how these
interactions can wreak havoc on certain individuals that may end up being compromised in some way. Book is

a tale and not well written. Amy convinced her to take Eli on a trial basis supplied his ABA aide was present
all the time to control him.Eli would enter the class and immediately visit the toy box, lie on the floor and
proceed to hoard the toys. The aide would lead him to a rack to hang his back pack and sit a desk with the
other children. Tantrums, outbursts of screaming and various other autistic like behaviors had been daily
occurrences. On the playground he would stay by himself against the fence or dig in the sand container.On
November 2, 2012 Eli’s life and the life span of his family members was changed with a visit to Michael J.
Goldberg MD, a pediatrician in Tarzana CA. Dr. Goldberg over the last 20+ years has discovered that around
90% of the “autistic’ children he sees, test positive for a virus that impacts the brain leading to the
manifestation of autistic like symptoms and behaviors.Dr. Goldberg had not been some “snake oil selling
charlatan” tying to benefit from vulnerable parents. Dr. Goldberg is certainly of the opinion these kids’s
immune systems cannot effectively thwart the virus because the allergies stress the immune system. It's
very rare that I see learning disabilities without allergy symptoms; In addition Eli’s diet has been modified
to eliminate food items with known allergenic properties that can stress the immune system.The second
observation I could make is that there are many, many people who have autistic tendencies but who do not
meet up with the formal criteria for autism. On Sunday my girl noticed he previously slept the night. My
child has been so steady under Dr Goldberg’s care with constant improvements. On Friday the teacher
called Amy from the classroom and stated Eli had overlooked the toys walked in hung up his back pack and
sat at desk with all of those other children. On Saturday (one week after starting the medicine) Amy was
producing breakfast and heard a voice say, “Hi Mom”. No one refutes what is offered. It's a must read for
anyone interested in learning even more about autism, chronic fatigue syndrome, ADD and additional immune
system dysfunctions. Goldberg for three years. Her hubby Josh, asked. As I talked about, now that Eli is
needs to interact appropriately along with his peers, the reinforcement and encouragement from the kids
adds another positive dimension.”Below are two emails from Julie, Eli’s teacher. Among the girls in my class
shared a tale with me of an encounter she had on the playground with Eli. I am thrilled beyond phrases at
how well Eli did today. We do adhere to diet 100% which is essential. The doctor needs to review the new
evidence of the last 25 years in fact it is clear that it is primarily caused by the electromagnet presence.

There is Real Hope This book is crucial read for anyone with a kid on the ASD spectrum. The man is very
passionate therefore he gets thrilled at times but this is a good matter. I can't wait around to see what
Mon brings! For the very first time in 24 months Eli and his family visited a “sit down” cafe. I was so
emotional by enough time Eli's time ended. I have been teaching for 30 years and also have by no means



witnessed anything like today! Amy, as I spoke with you on the telephone yesterday evening, I was so
excited. It was hard to believe after that, that today could possess topped yesterday. I am beginning to
realize that you can find no limits from what the day will bring! ‘Where did that come from? Here are a
few of the highlights from today:*Center time is a joy today. He works HARD with Dawn (his aide).I would
recommend the book for anybody who has a kid with . My just regret isn't being so critical within my son's
first couple of years of life. His expressive language contains one or two word phrases. Today he place her
chair near his and asked her to sit down at the centers with him. Goldberg explains how autism is usually a
treatable disease that episodes the brain's immune system. We start by having him call the titles of the
youngsters to line-up. His diagnosing psychologist noticed him recently and said that he is like a completely
common precocious 4 yr older now! Outside he looks so happy, runs along with his peers, appears interested
when peers initiate connection with him, uses plenty of language, will come in willingly and walks in the
series appropriately."Date: Fri, 7 Dec 2012 15:34:49 -0700Subject: WAY TO GO, ELIAmy and Josh,It is
times like today that produce teaching more rewarding than ever before! He runs if you ask me, says “Hi
Papa” and provides me a hug.Eli: I am making a castle.This child was so excited to inform me that "Eli used
his own words!"The kids are celebrating his improvement and so are ecstatic with each accomplishment! His
theory explains why autism isn't a developmental disorder, but instead a medical condition that's treatable.

What all of the personnel continues to repeat daily can be:1. How actually different Eli appears2. How happy
he appears3. How the language is flowing the whole day. The phrases are turning out to be sentences and
his words are his own. He also is arriving up with ways to express what he needs, when he does not have
the precise words.As I read over my phrases, it still can't truly express the difference I am seeing! I
can't imagine what tomorrow will bring.The most compelling and interesting findings reported in this book
are that brain scans demonstrated actual, documentable, and observable shifts in brain functioning following
appropriate treatment. What a happy, lovable small boy has been inside that body! I cannot think of an
improved gift this holidays!" What do you think tomorrow provides?JulieAfter 3 months of following Dr.
Goldberg’s protocol the results in Eli have been nothing short of a miracle. To be conservative, I'd like to
at least see research conducted that either supports or refutes his hypotheses. he is a bright eyed, aware
of his surroundings inquisitive small boy..Classmate: What exactly are doing, Eli? He tells his dad “Bye, find
you afterwards” when he leaves for function.Julie""Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2012 17:19:51 -0700Subject
matter: ELIAmy and Josh,While a teacher, today was among those days you dream of in theory, but are
not sure it will actually happen. Autism is normally epigenetic disorder which makes it cause by specific gene
adjustments or deletions. My grandson is a individual of Dr. Goldberg spent some time working miracles as
far as I'm worried. Goldberg in addition has discovered a very raised percentage of these “autistic” children
also have allergies. What I came across was a caring pediatrician, who with a bloodstream test discovered a
virus in Eli that causes autistic like symptoms and behaviors. The only charge was for an workplace visit and
a prescription for an anti-viral medication loaded at a Walgreens. This will not apply to the population most
importantly, but goes further than other theories on autism that cannot/do not take into account the
exponentially growing amounts of individuals diagnosed with autism. Goldberg stated, “With 1 of 88 children
getting diagnosed as “Autistic” we have been in the middle of an epidemic. Yet, scientifically, an epidemic
cannot be to credited a developmental or genetic disorder; I think he's a miracle employee.”For more info
about Dr.... NIDS contains the many variants of ADHD and other "Labels" such as OCD, severe anxiousness,
and other cognitive disorders in kids.Art DeBoltLos Alamitos, CA Insightful and fascinating I'm a kid
psychologist and also have been for the past 15 years and found this book and Dr. Goldberg's assertions to

ring true with my own experiences in neuro-scientific working with children with autism. Goldberg so if you
want to pay attention to the interview, check out my blog at: [. Based on my very own reading and
learning, Dr. The teacher a previous 20yr public school kindergarten teacher (the main one everyone
wanted for their child) opened the training center to provide typical children a head start before they



proceeded to go into first grade.As Dr.Unofficially, I can also offer two additional observations that I have
made during the period of my career so far. Although I entered this field with virtually no experience or
pre-conceived notions about autism (since I understood nothing about any of it initially), I've observed
that there appears to be a great deal of overlap among children with numerous disorders including autism,
OCD, ADHD, learning disabilities, and allergy symptoms. The correlation among most of these is well known
unofficially by many although largely overlooked in the literature. When I was in graduate school in the mid-
to past due 90's, a reputable and well-respected professor told my class "off the record" that although
there is no "known" connection between allergy symptoms and learning disabilities, she got seen this
correlation repeatedly in the clinic where grad. college students completed assessments on children. After
getting a few years of knowledge under my belt, I could attest to this pattern. It's so common, actually,
that if a child is described me with learning issues, I'll ask the mother or father about allergies even when
they are not indicated on the background. He has/is effectively treating these kids and teens, including my
5yr outdated grandson Eli with anti-viral and anti-fungal medications. I'm not sure about the converse as
the only children referred to me for assessments typically curently have learning issues of some kind.Eli
started his anti-viral medication on a Friday. The reason that is salient is usually that if the populace with
autistic tendencies were counted, the total number of known instances with autism would obviously

skyrocket greater than even what it is now. I agree that even in my short career parents, educators, and
specialists tend to be more educated and in a position to recognize autism, however, I do not really believe
this alone accounts for the significant upsurge in identified cases. This is purely my opinion, and is based
solely upon my experiences to date as there appear to be many more kids with autistic-like tendencies in a
classroom versus even 15-20 years back. This is disturbing if you ask me, both as a professional and a mom,
and what worries me most is we still have no idea what's adding to this boost. Dr.I have offered it to
multiple school nurses and parents and colleagues. No tantrums, mind banging, screaming; Until that's done,
it will be impossible to know for certain, though these are the very best theories I've heard to date. I
really feel that I am witnessing a miracle each day. This is directed at children who develop autistic
symptoms after a normal start in life. Goldberg's various other works online and I've subsequently listened
online to several presentations he's provided, which helped further my knowledge of his theory.
Pseudoscientific nonsense Dresdful unscientific nonsense from a pediatrician who is a self proclaimed expert
with off the wall theories that do authentic harm to children and their own families. It's interesting if you
ask me that lots of of the European countries do not introduce brand-new medications with their citizens
until they are proven safe; conversely in the us we have a tendency to fast-monitor the FDA approval
process and the meds. are considered safe until they're proven dangerous. I for one have become a more
critical consumer specifically where my boy is involved and now research things by myself to become self-
educated before I trust a doctor's suggestion for my child. Additionally it is a wonderful time for his
vocabulary to be developed. I'm so thankful to Dr. Goldberg! I was extremely lucky to have found Dr. But,
it had been recommended to me by close friends from both medical and insurance industries. Dr.We
accompanied my daughter and son-in-laws to the 1st appointment (two hours) to make sure Dr.I am
therefore pleased that he published his publication, because it gives parents and teachers therefore much
valuable information and so much wish for our children.In his publication, Dr.*Recess is amazing! I acquired
teared up often.As a mother or father of a kid with autism and a special education teacher, I must say
that this is one of the best books on autism that I've ever read. In his book, he explains the protocol that
he so effectively uses and explains how diet plays an essential role in managing this disease. It was Eli.I had

the pleasure of interviewing Dr. My own son has suffered from an immune dysfunction and for that reason
I've become much more educated on the immune system, allergies, etc...]Dorothea Carney Likely your best
hope at losing an Autism diagnosis I was just sending someone the link to the book and We realized that I
never did an assessment! My 4 yr older son has lost 90% of his asd symptoms while becoming with Dr



Goldberg for the last 7 months. He's starting to state a name or two by himself. I am a very science
minded individual and the science behind Dr Goldberg’s protocol makes complete feeling to me. I find myself
going to work in the morning wondering what improvement we will have for that time. I typically usually do
not trust doctors but I completely trust Dr Goldberg right now. He has also been patient with us and
answered all our queries. Enjoy your weekend with Eli and observing all the adjustments that excite people!
Previously we noticed a well known MAPS dr for over a calendar year with some improvement but lots of
scary downs. On Monday through Thursday the instructor commented he was a lot more focused and his
behavior was enhancing. His iep group recommended that he end up being completely mainstreamed in the
fall for transitional kindergarten (TK). No aid or accommodations! Overall, I believe our society's tendency
to assume innocence until proved guilty works well in the criminal justice program but in the health care
industry is like playing Russian Roulette with this children. The "research" he proclaims is far from
mainstream. When kids do not improve on his exclusive and exotic routine, he blames the parents for
noncompliance. Perncious . . CORRECTING THE HYPOTHESIS: ITS IS EMF NOT A VIRUS The viral
hypothesis is not supported. He is interacting with other children properly, engaging them and initiating play.
The quick rise before 15 years of Autism is because of environmental . Today I LOVED viewing him say,
"CHEESE" when we took the attached images, listening to him sing track after tune, watching him call the

names of each classmate to line up, having him proudly display me the reindeer he produced at centers,
viewing him play chase with the youngsters at recess and seeing him smile as part of your. The attached
pictures document only a portion of his success today. Eli is functioning psycho-socially at about a 3 yr age
level and is now starting to catch-up. This was the first time he had ever said that. Most of his "autistic"
like behaviors and mannerisms are either eliminated or barely noticeable. There is real hope! I purchase Dr.
Golberg's book 10 at a time and give them away. Too many children are being misdiagnosed!In order to
offer socialization my daughter Amy enrolled Eli in a private Pre K- K learning center. Goldberg:
""Phenotypes" - a potential medical route for most with ASD "symptoms." "Phenotypes" - a pathway to
fresh procedures and understanding for ASD mannerisms and behaviors. When coining the idea of NIDS (
Neuro Immune Dysfunction Syndrome ), it had been NOT just another name for "Autism," (as mistakenly
being used by some). NIDS is definitely a unifying overview to place a medical etiology and notion of a
medical/disease causation, on previously developmental/psychological labels of Autism and even more.] AND
examine his publication “The Myth of Autism” for complete details of his strategy and treatment of this
MEDICAL epidemic. it was recommended to me by friends from both the medical and . His speech therapist
said, “This isn't the Eli I have already been working with for just two years”.. That was unclear if you ask
me when I bought the book, and irrelevant for my boy. Goldberg many years ago when my son was initially
diagnosed with autism rather than much was known about the condition. Hmmm.... Goldberg's hypotheses
perform fit what we know about our culture and our eating habits, etc. She turned considering it was her
older son..... She had no special needs children no encounter with an autistic kid. Also emerged in with
webpages torn. Book is a joke and not well crafted. Also arrived in with pages torn.
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